
Charter Oak® XL Premium Vinyl Siding

EExtra length. Fewer laps. Added beauty.
We’ve made Charter Oak® premium vinyl siding even more appealing.
By making it longer . . . almost 40 percent longer . . . 16' 8" to be
exact. The new, longer length means fewer laps . . . offering a cleaner,
more attractive look to the finished appearance of your projects.

Use it by itself, or for greatest cost-effectiveness, mix it with regular
12' 1" panels. It’s the same advanced design that made Charter 
Oak a market leader, a preferred choice for new construction and 
remodeling projects. Plus, Charter Oak XL’s added length enables
faster, easier installations.

Charter Oak XL comes in an attractive oak grain texture and a choice
of 41/2" clapboard or dutch lap profiles, as well as 25 popular colors. 

12'  Standard Siding

16'  8"  XL Extended Length  Siding



CColor options that let you create the home of 
your dreams.

Charter Oak XL also gives you a rich palette of exterior design options 
starting with 14 elegant classic colors.

For exceptional distinction, choose ultra premium colors from our exclusive
Architectural Color Collection.

Glacier White Antique Parchment Natural Linen

Platinum Gray Silver Moss Coastal Sage

Cape Cod Gray Mystic Blue Adobe Cream

Colonial Ivory Maple Monterey Sand

Vintage Wicker Tuscan Clay

Autumn Red* Somerset Wheat* Heather

Canyon Drift* Walnut* Ivy*

Arbor* Deep Moss* Harbor Blue*

Slate Storm*

Charter Oak XL Color Collection

Want a great way to view Alside siding, 
accent and trim color combinations? Alside’s
Design Showcase is an interactive color 
visualization tool that makes choosing 
siding, accent and trim colors easy, effective
and exciting . . . all with just a click of the
mouse. Visit www.alside.com to get started.

www.alside.com

* Available in oak grain only.  Note: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow. Make final color selections using actual product 
samples. All colors may not be available in all markets.
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Happy with your home’s exterior? 
Charter Oak XL comes in an attractive oak
grain texture and a choice of 41/2" clapboard
or dutch lap profiles, as well as 25 popular
colors. And because the darker, rich colors
are formulated using ChromaTrue®, you 
get superior fade resistance.

Innovative technology and premium raw
materials make Charter Oak XL premium
vinyl siding outstandingly beautiful and 
exceptionally functional.
• Exclusive TriBeam® advanced 
locking system
• Up to 5 times the impact resistance 
of conventional siding
• Won’t dent, bow or sag
• Mold, mildew resistant
• Discourages termites from nesting 
behind the siding
• Lifetime warranty including 
fade protection

ChromaTrue helps make Charter Oak better with ASA 
weatherable polymers which provide superior fade resistance 
and better performance on darker colors.

®


